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What's New @ 1.2

GeoNet - User Community Forums:
community.esri.com/groups/arcgis-maps-for-adobe-creative-cloud
ArcGIS Maps for Adobe Creative Cloud

Design with Data-Driven Maps

Seamless experience using familiar tools to produce maps with the aesthetic you want
ArcGIS Maps for Adobe Creative Cloud
www.esri.com/adobecc

Direct access to data-driven maps and spatial content from the ArcGIS community

Maps directly added to designs as vector layers or high-resolution images

Sharing map assets between designers & your GIS analysts

Quickly find and discover data and build simple clean informative maps for multiple output mediums
Mapboard

*Geographic extent, map scale, and media size*

Extent – Scale – Size

Defined by web map or interactively

Edit mode disables navigation

>1 and navigation

**NOT** a preview of the map
Compilation

Add and preview geographic content

IS a preview of the map

Browse:

ArcGIS Online | Living Atlas
My Organization
Share items to groups tagged "M4CC"
Items > Query Enabled = Vector access

Direct Add:

Txt, CSV, Shape and KML
ArcGIS Online Item (web map or layer) URL
Places (geosearch)
Setting, Sync & Processes

*Design ready artwork layers in Illustrator and Photoshop*

Manage
- Layers | Base map
- Projections

Sync
- Document layers
- >1x syncs
- (Un) Locked mapboards

Processes
- Auto-run on sync
- Interactively
- Symbol replacement
Demo

ArcGIS Online

My Org + Tagging

Shape Files

Compile

Processes
Photoshop

*Raster image data*

Like Illustrator but…

Raster document layers

Image services 👍

$x$ syncs = $x$ layers

No processes
Resources
ArcGIS Maps for Adobe Creative Cloud Information and Help

Install:
esri.com/getm4cc

YouTube demos and tutorials:
esriurl.com/MapsforAdobeYouTube

Documentation:
doc.arcgis.com/en/maps-for-adobecc/

User Community Forums:
community.esri.com/groups/arcgis-maps-for-adobe-creative-cloud

Twitter:
@mapsforadobe - twitter.com/mapsforadobe
Please Take Our Survey in the Esri Events App

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the feedback section

Complete answers and select “Submit”